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The recent introduction of stationary gamma-rayapproximation holds for multi-aperturecollimatorscameras
in several forms (1â€”5) has provided in aswell.creased

speed for the in vivo determination of radio Anger has shown (6) that the geometric accept
isotope distributions in many of the human organs.ance @1is givenbyIn

most cases, these instruments are equipped with
parallel-hole, multi-aperture collimators which are1Kd2/a

(d â€”â€˜--t)}2 (3)Lesimultaneously

sensitive to all parts of the field ofand is simply the ratio of the number of image-form
view. This multi-element sensitivity is useful foring gamma rays transmitted by the collimatortotaking

several views of an organ after a single radio those emitted by the object. The symbol t referstopharmaceutical
administration and has facilitated thethe thickness of the septa in Fig. 1. The constantKdynamic-function

studies of more recent interest.depends on the shape of the holes and their dis
I have found that the design of these collimatorstribution pattern and has the value K = 0.282foris
subject to a simple optimization that leads to sig square holes in a rectangular array. The septal thick

nificant gains in geometric acceptance and thus over ness is chosen so that the transmission for the mini

.@all

system sensitivity. This optimization is particu
larly useful because it combines the interdependentmum

penetration path W in Fig. 1 is some small
percentage such as 5% (i.e., exp( â€”SW) =0.05,factors

of resolution and sensitivity.or @W= 3) . This procedure is probablyadequate.

.ANALYSISfor

moderately low resolution collimators for which
fl is relatively large. Penetration path lengthssmallerParallel-hole,

multi-aperture collimators are typi than W do occur at the very edges of the septa,butcally
designed to provide a certain limiting resolutionthese are treated semiquantitatively by theMatherR

at some source-to-collimatordistanceb. This lim approximation (Eq. 2) . For most practical colli
iting geometric resolution is defined (6) as the fullmator designs were a@ 2d +t,width

at half maximum of the average intensity dis
atribution obtained from a point source (Fig. 1)andis

given byUsing the above attenuation criterion,

t=2dW/(aâ€”W).

R=d(a@+b+c)/a@, (1)

in which d is the width of the square holes in a
rectangular array, c is the collimator-to-detector
distance and a@is the effective length of the holes.
The effective length of the holes is less than the
geometric length a because the septal material is
penetrated by the gamma rays. For single-hole colli
mators, Mather has shown (7) that ae is given, ap

proximately, by

ae=aâ€”2@', (2)

in which @Lis the total linear absorption coefficient
of the collimator material. It is assumed that this

a t=6d/(apâ€”3).

By substituting Eq. 5 into Eq. 3,

(4)

(5)

(6)

be displayed

R2 1a@_3l2
(7)

(ae+b+c)2 La@+3]
11 = K2
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d2 Ia@â€”3 2
(@= K- â€” I â€”

a? La@+ 3

and the explicit dependence on R can
by substitution of Eq. 1, i.e.,



aopt = 1.51cmR(cm)

do,t(cm)topt(cm) 005t(X 10k)
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that an optimum value of fl exists for each value of
R, and it occurs at the same value of a which is
designated @opt.This optimum geometric acceptance
(f1OP@), found by setting d@/da = 0, is readily

derived:

r@ T@PT512
Oopt'@ I (8)

[(A + 6)2J
where A2 = 6 + 6@i(b+ c) and

a0@@=(A+3),f1. (9)

To satisfy these conditions in the collimator design,
the hole width and the septal thickness are chosen
so that

d0@@=@ â€”2@')/(a@@,@1â€”2@1 + b + c) (10)

topt 6d0P@/ (pa@Pt â€” 3 ) . ( 1 1)

Table 1 summarizes the optimum parameters for
several geometric resolutions and the conditions as
sociated with Fig. 2.

DISCUSSION

There are several features of this optimization, as
illustrated in Fig. 2 and Table 1, that should be
noted:

1. As illustrated in Fig. 2,@ can be significantly
larger than @ifor nonoptimum collimators which
provide the same limiting geometric resolution. These
differences are important because they relate directly
to decreased exposure or integration times (a 50%
greater acceptance would result in a I 5-mm integra
tion being reduced to 10 mm). For example, the
lead collimator # 1 of Table 4 in Ref. 7 has Ci =
4.6X l04forl40kev,R= l.3cmandb= 7.6
cm whereas Eq. 8 yields @opt 6.7 X 10@,a 47%
improvement.

2. The dimensions of optimum collimators tend to
have small values and in some cases, for example,
with E@< 100 key and R < 1 cm, special fabri
cation techniques would be required. For many
imaging cases, however, where 140 key@ E@@ 364
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FIG. 1. Sectionalviewof parallel-hole,multi.aperturecolli

mator showing path of minimum septal attenuation, limiting gamma
ray paths and average intensity distribution on image detector (6).

It is desirable, of course, to maximize the acceptance
under the constraints imposed by the desired resolu
tion and the source-detector geometry. A plot of @1
as a function of collimator hole length for several
values of R, b = 7.6 cm and c = 0.87 cm (typical
for the Anger type of scintillation camera using a
I .3-cm-thick crystal) is shown in Fig. 2. It is clear
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FIG. 2. Geometricacceptanceof parallel-hole,multi-aperture
collimator versus collimator hole length for constant geometric
resolution (Eq. 7).

TABLE 1. OPTIMUM COLLIMATOR PARAMETERS5

0.300.0430.00700.540.600.0870.0142.21

.00.140.02@36.01.50.220.036132.00.290.047242.50.360.05938

Collimator Hole Length, a (cm)

a For b = 7.6 cm, c = 0.87 cm, s& 26.3 cm-i (Pb; 140 key),

and K = 0.282.
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for rectilinear scanning. In addition, the MTF of
the gamma-ray image detector should be known so
that the entire system can be optimized for over-all
resolution and sensitivity.

Finally, it is recognized that gamma-ray cameras
are used to image many different organs where a
choice of several isotopes for each organ is often
available to the clinician. In principle then, an opti
mum collimator could be designed and fabricated
for each organ-isotope combination and each resolu
tion desired. Clearly, this is not feasible. One sus
pects, however, that these various cases can be
grouped so that several collimators can serve as
nearly optimum for the majority of instances. The
performance improvements that could result from
this optimization procedure are significant and
worthy of implementation by the manufacturers of
stationary gamma-ray cameras.
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FIG. 3. Optimumgeometricacceptanceof parallel-hole,multi
aperture collimator versus linear absorption coefficient (Eq. 8).

key and R > 1 cm, fabrication using thin foil can
be readily effected (3,8) and has the advantage that
denser materials which are difficult to machine in
bulk are more easily manipulated (e.g., corrugation).

3. Inspection of Eq. 9 reveals that the optimum
length (a@P@)is independent of the resolution and
depends only on b, a characteristic of the organ
being imaged, c, a characteristic of the instrument,
and @,a characteristic of the gamma-ray energy (iso
tope) and the collimator material. The other colli
mator dimensions, &pt and topt, are functions of R.

4. The optimum geometric acceptance is rela
tively independent of@ at E@= 140 key for the
collimator materials normally considered for gamma
ray collimators. Equation 8 is plotted in Fig. 3 as
a function of @&using the conditions previously con

: sidered.Examinationrevealsthatpuretungsten
yields an @optonly 8% greater than that for pure
lead. However, at 364 key where the coefficients are
considerably smaller, tungsten yields a 35% greater
acceptance than lead. Hence the material choice is

S more important at higher energies.

In choosing a coffimator for a specific imaging
situation, one much realize that R of Eq. 1 is the
limiting geometric resolution which corresponds to
the spatial frequency v I /R where the modulation
transfer function (MTF) of the collimator is zero.
We have shown (9) that if a source resolution of
p is desired, then R should be chosen such that

R@ O.4pto insurethat the collimatorhas an ade
quate MTF(@-@@60%) at v i/p. This requirement
is a result of the basic modulation transfer and scm
tillation limitations (10) in gamma-ray imaging and
assuming MTF = (sin @rvR/@rvR)2as a first approxi
mation for parallel hole, multi-aperture collimators
(9). Beck and Harper (11) have obtained a similar
result for focused, multi-aperture collimators used
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